
SPONTANEOUS HUMAN COMBUSTION--SHC 
 The strange unexplained phenomena known as "spontaneous human 
combustion" is described as the burning up, explosion (with fire) of a human body 
from the inside for no apparent reason. I watched a program recently on the learning 
channel that had spontaneous human combustion on the top of their list of 
unexplained or understood phenomena. It was rated number one, even above ghosts 

and UFO's, as the 
strangest phenomena 
known to mankind. It 
appears to be 
unexplainable to science 
because they refuse to 
acknowledge the works 
of Satan on planet earth. 
 Apparently, when 
these humans burn up 
from the inside out, there 
are sometimes arms or 
legs left unharmed. The 
bodies appear to burn 
instantaneously and not 
cause any damage to the 
surrounding area. The 
fire is so intense that 
there remains only ashes 
of the burned area, with 
total consumption of that 
particular area. For 
example.. A person found 
burned up in such a way 
will be found laying in a 
bed, completely 

disintegrated, yet the 
immediate surroundings in the bedroom will be burned very little. The combustion 
appears to be contained to a small area around the body. 
 Spontaneous combustion is an act of Satan when he needs to show his power, 
for a particular reason. In order for this to happen to an individual, they must not be a 
Believer in the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob. If they were Yahveh would protect 
them. 
I believe the following is a reasonable explanation as revealed to me by the Holy 
Spirit of Yahveh. 
1) It may occur because one of his servants has not listened to him multiple times and 
is being punished. 
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2) It may happen because one of his witches, coven Masters, or coven Princesses 
does things for her own glory instead of giving all the glory to split-foot. 
3) It may happen for a particular reason because the Devil needs to show someone 
or group of persons just how much power he really has over his servants. 
4) Satan uses it to scare his servants (witches), into obedience. 
5) Satan uses it for extremely special ceremonies. (July /02/May/09) 
 There is even the thought that Yahveh Himself, if and when He gets made 
enough, may just destroy people in a form that may be considered spontaneous 
combustion. Spontaneous combustion might be what is being referred to in these 
verses: 
Ezek. 28:18-19 By your many crimes in dishonest trading, you have profaned your 
sanctuaries; therefore I brought forth fire from within you, and it has devoured 
you; I reduced you into ashes on the ground in the sight of all who can see you. 
All who know you among the peoples will be aghast at you. You are an object of 
terror, and you will cease to exist.’”  
Mal. 4:1  “For behold, the day is coming, burning like a furnace; and all the arrogant 
and every evildoer will be chaff; and the day that is coming will set them ablaze,” 
says the LORD of hosts, “so that it will leave them neither root nor branch.” 
(Mar 22/16) Jerry Hennig 
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